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In this project, an age-based walking pattern analyzer is established. From children to old ages, people 

have different walking styles with typical speed and step length suited to their own age. The main 

function of the age-based walking pattern analyzer is to analyze people’s walking patterns and help 

people to walk like their own ages to guarantee the normal health standard. Here, we collected 

acceleration and tilting signals by bluetooth connection, by putting an accelerator sensor and a 

gyroscope sensor on the shoe. In the computing system, a feature extraction process including Low-Pass 

Filter module, Empirical Mode Decomposition module and Discrete Cosine Transformation module was 

used to acquire a twelve-length feature vector for each walking signal. Gaussian Mixture Model 

technique is used to cluster the feature vectors into various groups in database with similar styles, 

marked by the range of ages. When new signal data comes in, the analyzer extracts feature vector and 

classifies the signal into its age group of walking pattern by k-Nearest Neighbors. Finally, the analyzer 

gives the result of “walking age”, which corresponds to the age range of that group. 
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